DROP SEAT CUSHION

This cushion is specially designed to fit the Posey 6540 Drop Seat (for 18” wheelchairs). Made of durable polyurethane foam and covered in blue vinyl. This cushion has notches cut out to fit over the cross bars. For additional pressure reduction, use Gel Foam Cushion #7220F.

- Both Sure-Grip and standard vinyl materials used on all Posey Cushions are warranted to be waterproof and anti-microbial to protect the fabric.
- 15 ½” x 16”, 2” thick

#7020F

DELUXE GEL FOAM CUSHION

This top-of-the-line gel cushion offers exceptional seating comfort and reduction of pressure and soreness. Its unique gel-foam technology equalizes pressure, while providing a firm, stable seating surface that won’t “bottom-out”. Covers remove for easy laundering. Both Sure-Grip and standard vinyl materials used on all Posey Cushions are warranted to be waterproof and anti-microbial to protect the fabric. For geri-chair or wheelchair. May be used with Posey Drop Seats (Cat. #6540, #654020, or #6331).

#7220F Posey Deluxe Gel Foam Cushion, 18”W x 16”L x 2”H
#7230F Posey Deluxe Gel Foam Cushion, 20”W x 18”L x 3”H

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Remove the vinyl seat of the wheelchair by unscrewing the seat screws.
2. Release the polypropylene straps of the Drop Seat from the square loop rings.
3. Orient the Drop Seat to the wheelchair as shown in the photo. Wrap each end of the polypropylene straps (on each side of the chair) around the metal bar of the seat frame and thread back through the slot, pulling the ends toward the center of the Drop Seat (See Figure A).
4. Attach the straps underneath the seat using the square loop rings. (See Figure B). All straps should pass under the Drop Seat.
5. Adjust the polypropylene straps so the Drop Seat is at the desired height (If desired, straps may be adjusted to create a “wedge”).
6. Test the attachment for strength and security by applying weight with your foot, knee or hand down on the seat.
   **CAUTION:** Do not sit down until you have made sure the attachment is secure!
7. Insert a cushion on top of the Drop Seat to ensure patient comfort and proper positioning.
   **CAUTION:** Do not use the Drop Seat without a cushion!

**NOTE:** When installed and used properly, this product will withstand weights equal to that of the wheelchair for which it is intended.

**WARRANTY:**

Posey Cushions and Drop Seats are warranted to perform as indicated. The Posey Company will, at their option, repair or replace, except for vandalism or other abuse, any cushion for a period of one (1) year from date of purchase.